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Full Documentation Fiche 2003
0. Picture of building/ building group/ urban scheme/ landscape/ garden/ etc:

Interior Preshil Hall, Borland, Trewenack & Brooks, 1962

‘The Tree House’, Kevin Borland & Associates (c)1965

source: Gollings Photography (John Gollings)

date: (c) 1975

1. Identity of building/ group of buildings/ group of buildings/ landscape/ garden
1. 1 Data for identification
current name:
former/original/variant name:
street address:
town/suburb:
state:
post code:
country:

The Margaret Lytle Memorial School, Preshil
not applicable
395 Barkers Road
Kew
Victoria
3101
Australia

national topographical grid reference:

current typology:

EDC (Private Junior School)

former/original/variant typology:

not applicable

comments on typology:
The school was established in the 1930s by Margaret J R Lyttle, and still follows the educational
philosophies and practices established by her in opposition to the traditional teaching methods of the time. 1
The task oriented educational philosophy at Preshil where students and teachers worked together to solve
problems was pivotal to Borland’s design thinking. 2

1. 2 Status of protection
protected by:
Heritage Victoria Victorian Heritage Register #:H0072.
grade:
Heritage Place
date:
8 October 2004
valid for:
parts of area:
- The landscape setting and original plantings including Italian Cyprus (Cupressus semprirens).
- All of the buildings marked as follows on the initial diagram (72) are held by the Executive
Director:
B1 House, prep room and library
B2 The 'home-rooms'
B3 Kevin Borland Hall
B4 The 'tree house'
B5 Multi-purpose tutorial rooms
- All of the Land marked L1 on the initial diagram (72) is held by the Executive Director.

1

http://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/page_239.asp?submit_action=detailed_result&ID=239&KW1=preshil&query=e82db8dc
6517362a4a25678b00095532/47e55fc3f5ab9e14ca2571cd007bc7ef?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,preshil
2
“A Guide to Melbourne Architecture” Philip Goad, Watermark Press, 1999, p187

remarks:

Preshil Junior School has been determined to be of State-level historic
significance for being Australia’s longest surviving progressive school
and for being a notable and award-winning example of the work of
prominent Melbourne architect, Kevin Borland.3

protected by:
grade:
date:
valid for:
remarks:

National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
Heritage Place

3

On 4 October 2004, the National Trust of Australia (Victoria) classified
Preshil Junior School for architectural, historic and social reasons at a
State level. Following the Classification, the National Trust nominated
Preshil Junior School for inclusion onto the Victorian Heritage Register
on 8 October 2004.

http://camweb.boroondara.vic.gov.au/webebp.nsf/be0c0ec921e0f2fbca256cad001d4018/ca256cad00811d37ca25706
5002501ba?OpenDocument

protected by:
grade:
date:
valid for:
remarks:

protected by:
grade:
date:
valid for:
remarks:

Boroondarah City Planning Scheme (BCPS)
Heritage overlay H06 School Hall Grade A Heritage rating. Other
buildings by the office of Kevin Borland Grade B Heritage rating
1991
In 1991, the City of Kew Conservation Study was completed by Pru
Sanderson Design Pty Ltd. The study recommended that the School’s
Borland designed buildings be protected through inclusion into the
planning scheme. Preshil Junior School is included within a Heritage
Overlay (HO6) in the Boroondara Planning Scheme.

Royal Australian Institute of Architects 20th Century Heritage list
National significance

1. 3 Visually or functionally related building(s)/site(s)
name(s) of surrounding area/building(s):
The Preshil junior and senior school campuses both face Barkers road and school campus has a
common boundary being Barkers Road, whilst secondary streets Sackville St, Mount St, Daniel Pl
and Wrixon St intersect/bound to form two campuses – Junior and Senior Campuses.
The neighboring private church schools Xavier, Trinity and Methodist Ladies College all face
Barkers Road.
visual relations: not applicable
functional relations:
The suburb of Kew hosts several other old and established educational institutions that have been
deemed to be of architectural importance, such as the MLC Resource Centre (Architects – Daryl
Jackson Evan Walker), Trinity Grammar School Chapel (Architects – Crone Ross), Xavier College
Chapel (Architects – Schreiber + Jorgensen)4
other relations:
Other structures at Preshil include 'the Nursery' in the original garage on the site that has been
extended and with windows along the western side; the play equipment and climbing frames, some
of which date to the 1960s; cubby houses that are constantly constructed by the children. A
number of original plantings exist on the site including 2 Italian Cyprus (Cypressus semprirens),
one of which grows through the deck of the 'Tree House' and a large number of pepper trees.
Other plantings are principally Eucalypts, from the 1960s and to the present, including Argyle Apple
(Eucalyptus cinerea) and Lemon-Scented Gums (Eucalyptus citriodora).
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“A Guide to Melbourne Architecture” Philip Goad, Watermark Press, 1999, pg275

2. History of building(s) etc.
2. 1 Chronology
Note if the dates are exactly known (e) or approximately estimated = circa (c) or (±) commission or competition date:

design period(s): 1960-19725
- 1962 (c) Kevin Borland Hall
- 1964 (c) classroom for pre-school children
- 1965 (c) The 'tree house'
- 1969 (c) The multi-purpose 'tutorial' classrooms
- 1972 (c) The 'home rooms'
start of site work: 1962 (c)
completion/inauguration: 1972 (c)

2. 2 Summary of development
commission brief:
In 1960 Kevin Borland, whose children attended the school, was asked to design the school hall.
The commission was pivotal in Borland’s architectural development, consolidating his design
philosophy as an informal, client based architecture.6
design brief:
Preshil, and in particular those buildings designed by Borland, continue a relationship began in the
early 20th century between experimental teaching techniques, psychoanalysis and experimental
architecture. A belief that learning environments are integral to the development of a child was
expressed first in Europe in schools such as A. S Neill's Summerhill School and at Dartington Hall
where a number of well-known modern architects worked. In Australia the Koornong School at
Warrandyte (1939 - 1947) continued these ideas, in 1939 commissioning local architect Best
Overend to design the school's vernacular-style timber buildings of which only the headmaster's
house survives. Borland was familiar with the Koornong School and his Preshil buildings resemble
those at Koornong in their light timber construction, elevation and random placement around the
site. This tradition in the design of progressive schools was continued in the 1970s by Borland's
earlier associate, Daryl Jackson with Evan Walker in their design for St Pauls School, Baxter in
1979. Here Preshil provided the model for the informal placement of the buildings, the
unsophisticated post and beam construction and the active involvement of the students and staff in
the design process.7 The pupils were closely involved in the design process which can be
attributed jointly to Borland’s inaugural use of participatory design methods and the active
encouragement of the inspirational headmistress Margaret Lyttle.
building/construction:
- 1962 (c) Kevin Borland Hall
- 1964 (c) classroom for pre-school children
- 1965 (c) The 'tree house'
- 1969 (c) The multi-purpose 'tutorial' classrooms
- 1972 (c) The 'home rooms'
5

http://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/page_239.asp?submit_action=detailed_result&ID=239&KW1=preshil&query=e82db8dc
6517362a4a25678b00095532/47e55fc3f5ab9e14ca2571cd007bc7ef?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,preshil
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“A Guide to Melbourne Architecture” Philip Goad, Watermark Press, 1999, pg187
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http://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/page_239.asp?submit_action=detailed_result&ID=239&KW1=preshil&query=e82db8dc
6517362a4a25678b00095532/47e55fc3f5ab9e14ca2571cd007bc7ef?OpenDocument&Highlight=0,preshil

completed situation:
- 1962 (c) Kevin Borland Hall
- 1964 (c) classroom for pre-school children
- 1965 (c) The 'tree house'
- 1969 (c) The multi-purpose 'tutorial' classrooms
- 1972 (c) The 'home rooms'
original situation or character of site:
Admiring former pupils of Margaret J R Lyttle urged her to continue teaching their children after her
departure from another school. She agreed, accepting the children into her home in Barkers Road,
Kew. The newcomers added to the already crowded house, where Margaret was struggling to rear
her four young nieces and nephews. By 1933, 'It became obvious that we had a school within the
family', remembers today's Margaret E Lyttle (niece of the founder of Preshil). The family chose the
name 'Preshil' in memory of an heroic ancestor, John Brown, who lived at Preshil (Priesthill), in
Scotland, dying there in 1685.
Margaret recalls the school's early days as happy if chaotic: 'Our dining room was a sub-primary
room and an old tram car nearby in the garden was a library for the primary aged children.' All of
this was quite illegal and worrying for the neighbours, explained a visiting school inspector.
Nonetheless he approved the registration of the school, declaring himself impressed with its
program. Preshil was already attracting teachers who were ahead of their time. In 1933 Frances
Derham, a now legendary pioneer of art teaching, began to explore new ways to encourage
children to express themselves through art. In 1937 the growing primary school moved to its
present site, Arlington, further along Barkers Road.8

2. 3 Relevant persons/organisations
original owner(s)/patron(s):
architect(s):
landscape/garden designer(s):
other designer(s):
consulting engineer(s):
building contractor(s):

Margaret J R Lyttle
Kevin Borland, Bernard Brown
Philip Cohen (assistant architect)
John Kenny (assistant architect)
unknown
unknown

2. 4 Other persons or events associated with the building(s)/site
name(s):
association:
event(s):
period:

8

not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

http://www.preshil.vic.edu.au/perspective/history.html

2. 5 Summary of important changes after completion
type of change:
date:
circumstances/reasons for change :
effects of changes:
persons/organisations involved:

Addition
1975
Extra space requirements
A second floor addition to the rear of the original house
(initially a staff room but subsequently converted to the
school library) was added for extra space requirements.
Bernard Brown, employee and later business partner of
Kevin Borland.

3. Description of building(s) etc.
3. 1 Site/building character
Summarize main character and give notes on surviving site/building(s)/part(s) of area.
If a site: principle features and zones of influence; main elements in spatial composition.
If a building: main features, construction and materials.
Preshil Junior School is Australia’s longest surviving progressive school. The school was
established in the 1930s by Margaret J R Lyttle, and still follows the educational philosophies and
practices established by her in opposition to the traditional teaching methods of the time. The
school moved to the present site in 1937, and in 1960 Kevin Borland, whose children attended the
school, was asked to design the school hall. The pupils were closely involved in the design
process. Over the following decade he and others from his office designed five more buildings,
which were laid out in an informal and non-hierarchical way on the site, integrating the existing
early 1930s stucco cottage, original plantings and new gardens. The buildings were designed to
accommodate the school’s approach to active learning, embodied in the child-scaled, multipurpose buildings. In 1972 Borland was awarded an RAIA Victorian chapter Bronze medal for the
school buildings. In 2003 the school was included as one of the thirty-seven best projects in
Victoria to have been awarded RAIA medals.
The Preshil buildings designed or modified by Kevin Borland and his office from 1962 and 1972 are
experimental in design, having irregular forms and angles created with complex, precise joinery
that gives a variety of internal and external spaces. The precise form of each building is
counteracted by the use of raw timber posts and beams. The rooms are lit via clerestory windows
and walls of sliding glass doors and the internal spaces can be divided by folding doors to allow for
different uses. There are many small spaces attached to the main spaces, and elevated platforms
which the children can reach by ladders. Borland said of the Preshil buildings, ‘One of the
characteristics of Preshil is the infinite variety of cubby houses that the kids build themselves, so I
was concerned with the development of the type of building that was scaled to kids, with all the
informality they would like’. The earliest of the buildings is the school hall constructed in 1962,
known as Kevin Borland Hall. It has an innovative octagonal plan with an octagonal roof offset
against the alignment of the walls with stage along one side and an intricate timber ceiling with
skylights. It was designed for multi-purpose use.
New curtains for the stage are painted by the students every two years and the school holds the
collection of these from initial construction of the hall. In 1964 Borland designed a classroom for
pre-school children, added to the east end of the original house and incorporating a bedroom and
sitting room of the house. The ‘tree house’ constructed in 1965 consists of two elevated
classrooms separated by a timber deck through which an Italian Cyprus grows. The space beneath
is for woodwork classes and sandpit. In 1969 the original 1939 rectangular classroom was modified

by Borland, with Philip Cohen as assistant architect, to create multi-purpose ‘tutorial’ classrooms
that contain a variety of spaces and provide private and community areas with a verandah along
the north side. The ‘home rooms’ were constructed in 1972 with John Kenny as assistant architect,
an irregularly planned timber building with a variety of spaces on different levels and a mezzanine
retreat for the children.
In 1975 Bernard Brown, an associate of Borland, designed a second floor addition to the rear of the
original house, initially a staff room but subsequently converted to the school library. Again this has
an irregular form with multiple levels, constructed of brick, raw timber and glass and offers a view
across the site. Other structures at Preshil include ‘the Nursery’ in the original garage on the site
that has been extended and with windows along the western side; the play equipment and climbing
frames, some of which date to the 1960s; cubby houses that are constantly constructed by the
children. A number of original plantings exist on the site including 2 Italian Cyprus (Cupressus
semprirens), one of which grows through the deck of the ‘Tree House’ and a large number of
pepper trees. Other plantings are principally Eucalypts, from the 1960s and to the present,
including Argyle Apple (Eucalyptus cinerea) and Lemon-Scented Gums (Eucalyptus citriodora).
Preshil, and in particular those buildings designed by Borland, continue a relationship began in the
early 20th century between experimental teaching techniques, psychoanalysis and experimental
architecture. A belief that learning environments are integral to the development of a child was
expressed first in Europe in schools such as A. S Neill’s Summerhill School and at Dartington Hall
wherea number of well-known modern architects worked. In Australia the Koornong School at
Warrandyte (1939 - 1947) continued these ideas, in 1939 commissioning local architect Best
Overend to design the school’s vernacular-style timber buildings of which only the headmaster’s
house survives. Borland was familiar with the Koornong School and his Preshil buildings resemble
those at Koornong in their light timber construction, elevation and random placement around the
site. This tradition in the design of progressive schools was continued in the 1970s by Borland’s
earlier associate, Daryl Jackson with Evan Walker in their design for St Pauls School, Baxter in
1979. Here Preshil provided the model for the informal placement of the buildings, the
unsophisticated post and beam construction and the active involvement of the students and staff in
the design process.
How is it significant?
Preshil Junior School is of national architectural, historic and social significance.
Why is it significant?
Preshil is architecturally significant as a notable example of the work of the prominent Melbourne
architect Kevin Borland. In the 1960s Borland had emerged as a major design force in Melbourne
with architecture imbued with a strong social agenda and an informal domestic architectural
vocabulary. The buildings at Preshil, designed by Borland and his associates, are experimental in
design and materials and reflect the participatory design methods becoming fashionable in
architecture in the 1960s and 1970s. At Preshil, school children participated in the design process,
evident in the scale and informality of the design. Preshil is an early and outstanding example of
the interest of Melbourne architects, led by Borland, in inventive timber architecture, in structural
techniques and expressive form, reflecting the exploratory lifestyles of the 1960s and 1970s.
Preshil is historically significant in reflecting the social changes taking place during the 1960s, in
particular the emergence of a counterculture and dissatisfaction with traditional middle class
values, including the conservatism of traditional schools and their educational methods. Preshil is
the only progressive school in Melbourne surviving from the major period of interest in progressive

schools in the 1920s and 30s, when the relationship between a child’s development and their
learning environment began to be explored through experimental architecture.
Preshil School is socially significant as one of the most important progressive schools in
Melbourne.9

3. 2 Current use
of whole building/site:
Educational facility – Junior School Campus
of principal components (if applicable): Not applicable
comments:
Preshil has maintained it’s original function and use.

3. 3 Present (physical) condition
of whole building/site:
of principal components (if applicable):
of other elements (if applicable):
of surrounding area (if applicable):
comments:

Good condition
Good condition
Good condition (neighbouring senior school campus)
Good condition (civic infrastructure)
The school is in good condition, is visible and accessible.

3. 4 Note(s) on context, indicating potential developments
Indicate, if known, potential developments relevant for the conservation/threats of the building/site
None known

4. Evaluation
Give the scientific reasons for selection for docomomo documentation

Intrinsic value
4. 1 technical evaluation:
The low cost timber buildings are experimental in design and materials, having irregular forms and
angles created with complex, precise joinery that gives a variety of internal and external spaces.
The precise form of each building is counteracted by the use of raw timber in an unsophisticated
post and beams construction technique. Most of the buildings for Preshil junior school utilize
straightforward construction techniques, individual in their treatment but not particularly original
structurally. This is not the case for the first building, the School Hall designed in 1962. In order to
provide a column free interior, the plan of this building, developed from a hexagon, is surmounted
by a most original bolted timber space frame with radial skylights. This roof is a version of roofs
and skylights designed for other residential and institutional buildings by Borland and is something
of an architectural signature. In general Preshil is an early and outstanding example of the interest
of Melbourne architects, led by Borland, in inventive timber architecture, in structural techniques
and expressive form during the 1960s and 1970s.10

4. 2 social evaluation:
Preshil School is socially significant as one of the most important progressive schools in
Melbourne. The school reflects the social changes taking place during the 1960s, in particular the
9

Victorian Heritage Register (Heritage Register Number: Prov H0072), HERMES ID: 13627, 18.7.05, pg 4-5
Victorian Heritage Register (Heritage Register Number: Prov H0072), HERMES ID: 13627, 18.7.05, pg 4-5
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emergence of a counter-culture and dissatisfaction with traditional middle class values, including
the conservatism of traditional schools and their educational methods. Preshil is the only
progressive school in Melbourne surviving from the major period of interest in progressive schools
in the 1920s and 30s, when the relationship between a child’s development and their learning
environment began to be explored through experimental architecture.
Borland took adopted a participatory design approach involving the young students directly in the
design, first of the School Hall (1962), and later in varying degrees in the design of the other
buildings constructed on campus. The architect’s sensibilities and the influence of the students are
both evident in the scale and informality of the design.
The architecture embodies the exploratory lifestyles that were emerging during the 1960’s and
1970’s.11

4. 3 cultural and aesthetic evaluation:
Preshil is architecturally significant as a notable example of the work of the prominent Melbourne
architect Kevin Borland. The buildings at Preshil, designed by Borland and his associates, are
experimental in design and materials and reflect the participatory design methods becoming
fashionable in architecture in the 1960s and 1970s.
Between 1962-72 Borland and others from his office designed six buildings, which were laid out in
an informal and non-hierarchical way on the site, integrating the existing early 1930s stucco
cottage, original plantings and new gardens. The buildings were designed to accommodate the
school’s approach to active learning, embodied in the child-scaled, multi-purpose buildings.
The irregular forms and angles are created with complex, precise joinery that gives a variety of
internal and external spaces. The precise form of each building is counteracted by the use of raw
timber in an unsophisticated posts and beams construction technique.
The rooms are lit via clerestory windows and walls of sliding glass doors and the internal spaces
can be divided by folding doors to allow for different uses. There are many small spaces attached
to the main spaces, and elevated platforms which the children can reach by ladders. 12 In an
interview undertaken in 1974 Borland stated: “Observing the fact that all kids love to climb and be
on different levels, I designed a building that would reflect this by use of levels, and low spaces for
example. They like the comfortable feeling of the low scale – it’s almost the womb-like
syndrome.”13

Comparative significance
4. 4 canonical status (national)
Kevin Borland was one of the most innovative of Australian post-war architects. Nationally
recognized, he exerted a powerful influence on the direction of creative architecture in Melbourne,
especially during the 1970s. A member of the competition winning design team for the Swimming
and Diving stadium for the 1956 Melbourne Olympic Games, he emerged in the 1960s and
especially the 1970s as a major design force in Melbourne. His mature architecture was imbued
11
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“A Guide to Melbourne Architecture” Philip Goad, Watermark Press, 1999, pg187
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with a strong social agenda reflecting his left-wing political beliefs, an informal domestic
architectural vocabulary and, from time to time, genuine structural inventiveness. The Preshil
buildings exhibit all of these characteristics of his work. The exploration in the design of
progressive schools was continued in the 1970s by Borland's earlier associate and former student,
Daryl Jackson who, together with his partner Evan Walker designed the St Paul’s School at Baxter
south of Melbourne in 1979. Here Preshil provided the model for the informal placement of the
buildings, the construction technique and the active involvement of the students and staff in the
design process.14 In 1972 the Royal Australian Institute of Architects (Victorian Chapter) awarded
the Bronze Medal in the General Category to Kevin Borland & Associates for the buildings
designed and constructed since 1962 on the Preshil Junior School campus.

4. 5 historic and reference values:
A belief that learning environments are integral to the development of a child was expressed first in
Europe in schools such as A. S Neill's Summerhill School and at Dartington Hall where a number
of well-known modern architects worked. In Australia the Koornong School at Warrandyte (1939 1947) continued these ideas, in 1939 commissioning local architect Best Overend to design the
school's vernacular-style timber buildings of which only the headmaster's house survives. Borland
was familiar with the Koornong School and his Preshil buildings resemble those at Koornong in
their light timber construction, elevation and random placement around the site.15

5. Documentation
5. 1 archives/written records/correspondence etc. (state location/ address):
Douglas Evans, 106 Ramsden Street Clifton Hill, Melbourne, 3068.
Huan Chen Borland, 116 Farm Street Newport, Melbourne, Victoria.

5. 2 principal publications (in chronological order):
Philip Goad, ‘A guide to Melbourne Architecture’, Sydney; The Watermark Press; 1999; ISBN 0
949284 36 X
HERITAGE VICTORIA, “Victorian Heritage Register H0072”,Victorian Heritage Register,
Melbourne; File # 601224; 18 July 2005
Douglas Evans with Conrad Hamann and Huan Chen Borland, ‘Kevin Borland: Architecture from
the Heart’, Melbourne, RMIT University Press, publ. November 2006.
http://camweb.boroondara.vic.gov.au/webebp.nsf/be0c0ec921e0f2fbca256cad001d4018/ca256cad
00811d37ca257065002501ba?OpenDocument
http://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/page_239.asp?submit_action=detailed_result&ID=239&KW1=preshi
l&query=e82db8dc6517362a4a25678b00095532/47e55fc3f5ab9e14ca2571cd007bc7ef?OpenDoc
ument&Highlight=0,preshil
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http://www.preshil.vic.edu.au/perspective/history.html
http://www.heritage.gov.au/ahpi/index.html

5. 3 visual material (state location/ address)
original visual records/drawings/photographs/others: drawing and photographic archives held by
architect Huan Chen Borland. 116 Farm
Street Newport, Melbourne.
Peter Wille slide collection held in the State
Library of Victoria.
recent photographs and survey drawings:

unknown

film/video/other sources:

uknown

5. 4 list documents included in supplementary dossier
not applicable
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